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From a deep pit to a tall roof
Posted by qi - 05 May 2013 15:38
_____________________________________

Hello all,

I'm in my late 20s and have been masturbating since I was 12. By the time I found out it was
wrong I was so used to it I couldn't stop. I saw lots of pornographic pictures online but wasn't
addicted until I discovered pornographic videos. I tried hundreds of times to stop but when the
inevitable fall happened I despaired of ever fully recovering. That changed about a year ago
when I started really trying to stop and when I fell I got right back up.

However, I'm far from recovered. The longest I've gone is 40 days with no P or M. I found GYE
a few weeks ago and joined last week. I think it's fantastic that we have a frum site on this. And,
it's much better organised that goyishe equivalents.

So here I am trying to kick the habit of a lifetime for a lifetime. I'm interested in the 12 steps
although I don't fully understand how they work. But here goes:

Hi, my name's Qi and I'm a porn addict. Porn has damaged my life considerably. It affected my
school work when I stayed up till 2 am looking at it. It affected my learning when I needed to
leave mid seder to M. It affected my shidduchim in a profound way. It made me depressed when
shidduchim were hard. It affected my shteiging because nothing else matters compared to this.
It affected my moods. It affected my relationship with my family. It affected my relationship with
HKBH.

When I first found out it was wrong I still didn't know how bad it was. I'm ashamed to admit this
but I actually masturbated on Yom Kippur once. HKBH please have mercy on me and forgive
me.

========================================================================
====

Re: From a deep pit to a tall roof
Posted by needtoquit - 20 Jun 2013 19:01
_____________________________________
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Dr.Watson wrote:

Day 1

Well it's been 3 weeks since I last fell and I've experienced no urges during this time. B''H things
are good at home, I'm learning, I'm well, everything's great.

And that's worrying me. If this a trick? am I being led along a path with no difficulties to give me
a false sense of security, and then when I relax, bam! It will hit me from nowhere and I won't
even see it coming. It will knock me right off my comfortable perch. And the longer this nice
easy path goes on for, the more frustrated and disheartened I'll be if it happens.

Am I crazy to think like this?

Great. B"H you've been doing well.

Yes. At least in my long and painful experience, I have found it to be the case. It is one of the 
Yetzer Hara's favorite tricks, the surprise attack followed quickly (if we CV"S fall) by the guilt trip.

I recently was listening to The Shmuz (#42, #43 or #44 don't remember which but all are really
good and nogeah to us) and he describes these voices in one's head. They all have "our"
"voice" however, they are really the Y"H, the nefesh habahami, and finally the nefesh hasichally,
the true us. They all sound the same but are saying very different things. And we need to
recognize that the one saying, "You haven't done anything wrong in so long. Why not just do it
this once?" is the same one who if we fall will be telling us, "You shagitz! You did that thing! You
haven't done that in so long, and now you ruined it! You ruined your life! Just give up, it's over!"
And of course that is the Y"H. He says both of those things, it's a 1-2 punch.... But only if we fall.
If we can recognize him as soon as he starts talking we can save ourselves.

(Un)fortunately, that risk is what we will most likely have to live with for the rest of our days. But
the "Un" is in parenthesis because while the struggle is hard, very hard, the reward for the effort
and the growth because of it is unimaginable.
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But, if we do fall we also have to remember that each of those days had (and continues to have,
even after the fall) tremendous value in it of itself. The 90 days chart doesn't just count the
streak but also the total days.

So basically, no, I don't think you are crazy. But just keep up the good work and don't worry to
much about the future, just today.

Hatzlacha to us all!

========================================================================
====

Re: From a deep pit to a tall roof
Posted by Dr.Watson - 23 Jun 2013 04:05
_____________________________________

Day 1 of course

B''H I had urges on erev shabbos. Quite disgustingly it was triggered by something in a book
about the holocaust of all things. It's absolutely shameful. B''H I remembered my taphsic which
is to say tehillim 6 slowly and with kavonoh, but I was reading on the toilet so I couldn't say
tehillim, so I couldn't do the aveiroh either because I don't want the big knas.

So b''H I've been reminded that I still have a problem and it is still day 1 and I have work to do.

========================================================================
====

Re: From a deep pit to a tall roof
Posted by cordnoy - 23 Jun 2013 10:40
_____________________________________

I know that feeling

You give in after trying

And then you think that you will never kick it
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When that happens to me, I feel worthless and low as well

I get more confident after a while, but the immediate feeling is just that

Thanks

========================================================================
====

Re: From a deep pit to a tall roof
Posted by Dr.Watson - 27 Jun 2013 02:22
_____________________________________

OK, I have some bad news and some good news. The bad news is that I fell. The good news is
that it was after 27 days, which is my second best run. It was also very quick, not a sustained
binge. Thirdly, Although the taphsic was not successful in stopping me the first time, it has
altered my usual pattern.

Previously whenever I fell I always felt that since the day was a 'fallen' day anyway I might as
well get it all out of my system and do the aveiroh a few times. Of course that never really gets it
out of my system, it just makes it harder to get back up.

However, this time when I felt like doing the aveiroh again, I thought that since my taphsic didn't
say anything about falling more than once, if I did fall twice I will have to say all of sefer tehillim
twice. Boy I don't want to have to do that. So the only two options were 1 - to say tehillim 6
slowly and with kavonoh, knowing that I was only doing it to make it easier to fall, or 2 - not do it
again. Even though I still have the urge to fall again, I honestly cannot bring myself to say
tehillim as a way of getting out of my knas. I just can't, b''H I'm not that much of a roshoh. So I'm
left with option 2, not falling again. It's uncomfortable, I don't feel like the fall I had satisfied my
urge, but I feel proud to be uncomfortable because it's the right thing to do.

========================================================================
====

Re: From a deep pit to a tall roof
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Posted by reallygettingthere - 27 Jun 2013 02:43
_____________________________________

Think of how many times you said no to the yetzer hora during the past 27 days!

KOMT!

========================================================================
====

Re: From a deep pit to a tall roof
Posted by cordnoy - 27 Jun 2013 02:48
_____________________________________

wow!

as this is the first time ive heard this happen since I was on, it really shakes me.

kol hakavod for contoling yourself further, and im sorry for the first time.

I never fully understood the nuclear reset button, but wasn't it predicated on the fact that usually
a person falls once, and then somewhat the urge is satisfied? I guess every person is different.

as im typin I remember recently when I sinned twice in one day.

once was thru computer devices; the other was more real.

anyway, doc, please say strong; we need your critical eye on us; in my short time here, you
keep me in check, and im sure others feel the same way.

chazak to you and to us all

========================================================================
====
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Re: From a deep pit to a tall roof
Posted by Dr.Watson - 27 Jun 2013 15:07
_____________________________________

I've had bad urges all morning and I very nearly fell again. I went looking for some pictures, not
properly pornographic but still bad, and looked at them for a while which of course gave me
even worse urges. I knew I needed to do taphsic so I said tehillim 6 and felt like maybe I would
fall maybe I wouldn't. anyway soon after that I needed the toilet and I had a massive urge to use
my hand for the most disgusting thing and I very nearly did. I rationalised that I need to get it out
of my system or I'll never get over the urge.

Then it occurred to me that I have an opportunity to be better this time than ever before. I've
never before successfully defeated follow-on urges from a recent fall. I felt that if I could do it
now I will have gone a long way in making substantial progress. I would no longer have the
pattern of '3 or 4 weeks on 1 week off, 3 or 4 weeks on 1 week off' and instead be someone
who occasionally falls but when he does it's an isolated incident, not more than that.

So I decided to count to a hundred and then see how I felt. I got to 30 and quickly flushed,
washed, left and went to the beis hamedrash. b''H I'm so happy I didn't finish the aveiroh and I
now feel like I have the opportunity to make a great breakthrough. Hashem please help me.

========================================================================
====

Re: From a deep pit to a tall roof
Posted by Pidaini - 27 Jun 2013 16:06
_____________________________________

KUTGW!!!!

thank you for the honesty, it took me back to my most recent fall, i also first went searching for
pictures that were borderline, and then just to get rid of the nagging urge, i went through wuite a
lot to disable the filter, and fell.

Congrats on not falling, it's great chizzuk!!
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We're all with you, fighting together!!!

Hatzlacha!

========================================================================
====

Re: From a deep pit to a tall roof
Posted by tehillimzugger - 27 Jun 2013 20:43
_____________________________________

Hi Dr. Watson. Sorry for barging in and Hijacking your thread, but I'm about to do just
that.Chachaman wrote:

I'm a bochur so this isn't relevant to me, but I'd like to ask an academic question:

In principle, is it better to try solving the problem without letting your spouse know, or is it part of
the recovery process / is it essential to let them know?

In principle, if you're a bachur, and something isn't relevant to you, it is essential not to ask
academic questions.

Sorry to both of you.

========================================================================
====

Re: From a deep pit to a tall roof
Posted by Dov - 28 Jun 2013 02:57
_____________________________________

Dr. Watson, you are not evenb close to being a rosho. This is clear. If you need ecvidence I
would be glad to clarify it to you, or can connect you with a few recovering guys in BP and
Williamsburgh who can help you see that more clearly. Ashrecha.

Hatzlocha!

========================================================================
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====

Re: From a deep pit to a tall roof
Posted by Dr.Watson - 28 Jun 2013 21:16
_____________________________________

I'm not so sure Dov because I fell again yesterday, even after saying tehillim 6. The urges were
building all day and eventually I just gave in. I'm annoyed with myself because as I said it was a
great opportunity. But I suppose it did help to get it out of my system in that I've felt no urges
today. So I hope I'm back on track and can stay clean this time.

I suppose a fall lasting 2 days is an improvement from normal. It normally takes a week to get
back up.

To be honest I'm very embarrassed to be writing this because of what I wrote yesterday, but I
suppose that's a good reason to be writing it.

I think I need to attend the phone conferences more. I fell after it had been about 10 days since
I'd attended one, I wonder if there's something in that.

Have a good shabbos everyone.

========================================================================
====

Re: From a deep pit to a tall roof
Posted by AlexEliezer - 28 Jun 2013 22:44
_____________________________________

Doc, you're doing great work and your posts on other threads are appreciated.

Consider adding to your taphsic vow the thing you do that leads up to binging on porn or
masturbation, rather than the actual act. For example, surfing aimlessly on the web, or
searching for any pictures of women, or picking up a mainstream news magazine. Build fences.

========================================================================
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====

Re: From a deep pit to a tall roof
Posted by Dov - 30 Jun 2013 08:40
_____________________________________

Hey, Doc, you are welcome to join our Desperadoes any time you decide you may actually be
an addict. We are on the 4th step now, but who knows? It might be fun anyhow...

It's too bad that Taphsic does not address the building up of lust at all. All it can do is address
the cost of acting out or taking damaging actions. It encourages continuing the secrecy and the
terrible lie we tell ourselves that the best person who can get a jailed man out of prison is
himself! Of course, Chaza"l told us long ago that ein chavush matir atzmo mibeis ha'asurim. Nu.
But taphsic can help us make it on our own, somehow...

I know Guard does not like it when I bash Taphsic. But I am not bashing it - just pointing out
some of its limitations. The 12 step program surely has lots of limitations, too, and is surely not
for everyone, either. I just like to point out the limitations of Taphsic because I believe that
people are genuinely shocked when it fails them. Isn't it nice to know why it may not be
working?

Alex's idea of adding preludes to masturbating/etc to the vows or promises, may be a good one
- if it can be done right. I tried to suggest to anyone using Taphsic that anything they make a
vow on has to be a thing that is essentially MUTAR (permitted to normals). For we are already 
mushba v'omeid m'har Sinai on anything that is really ASSUR. So why bother making a vow
on aveiros at all?

The battle lines must be drawn back.

The reason we do not draw them back, and keep the battle on our turf and in the acting out
behaviors themselves, is simple:

We do not really want to give the precursors up! They are just too much fun. "Hey, I accept  that
I cannot afford to masturbate myself, ok? Now I need to even live without the pleasure and relief
of playing with my 'struggle' with the sweet, tempting porn, too? What a killjoy! How can I give 
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that up?"

So we don't. We just keep 'struggling' with lust...but where I come from (program), 'struggling'
with something, is using it. Still holding onto it - OK, so it is being held onto with a Full Nelson or
a Choke Hold...so? Notice, we are still locked together! Lust cannot be 'killed'. For a true addict,
endeavoring to 'finish lust off', 'finally beat it', or even just to 'fight it', is code for pretending we
are against it, while really just holding onto it. Nothing more, nothing less.

Hashem yazileinu.

(and He does!)

P.S. Did that come off as preachy?

========================================================================
====

Re: From a deep pit to a tall roof
Posted by Pidaini - 01 Jul 2013 18:08
_____________________________________

Dov wrote:

I tried to suggest to anyone using Taphsic that anything they make a vow on has to be a thing
that is essentially MUTAR (permitted to normals). For we are already mushba v'omeid m'har
Sinai on anything that is really ASSUR. So why bother making a vow on aveiros at all?

I just found this,
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========================================================================
====

Re: From a deep pit to a tall roof
Posted by tehillimzugger - 01 Jul 2013 19:06
_____________________________________

Chassidsher Sefarim guy: You could have just brought the gemara in Nedarim...

========================================================================
====
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